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CHILDREN’S BOOK

Lena Hach (text)
Daniela Kulot (illustration)
DER VERRÜCKTE
ERFINDERSCHUPPEN:
DER TURBO-DÜNGER
164 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 12,90
age 8+

Watch THE TRAILER:
https://tinyurl.com/
y7vdecp9

The CRAZY INVENTORS’ hut:
The SODA FIZZER
Tilda, Walter and Fred have decided to become inventors.
And their first invention seems to actually work: with the
help of the genious soda fizzer (a high-performance fizzy
tablet), simple tap water turns into delicious sweet soda.
But the fizzing power is stronger than expected: The roof
of the inventors’ hut lifts off and attracts the attention of
the nasty neighbors – the Fat One and the Skinny One.
And they have absolutely no appreciation for the little

Lena Hach (text)
Daniela Kulot (illustration)
DER VERRÜCKTE
ERFINDERSCHUPPEN:
DER LIMONADENSPRUDLER
164 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 12,90
age 8+

The TURBO FERTILIZER

inventors ...

The LOOP-THE-LOOP machine
After their first invention, the three friends have to find a
new idea, instantly! ...Fred’s Mum’s new
boyfriend is the right person to look to for pimping their

DER VERRÜCKTE
ERFINDERSCHUPPEN:
DER LOOPING-DREHER
164 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 12,90
age 8+

ideas. But who could have foreseen that a spring and one
drop of that miracle cleaning product would not only
catapult Tilda’s baby sister, but also Fred into the air ...

The WEATHER manipulator
In the third instalment of the series, Fred, Walter and Tilda
tinker with the weather. They want to find out if they can
have school end earlier due to weather conditions.

Tilda’s grandma needs help: she is adamant about
winning the competition held by the allotment garden society. Unfortunately, she has next to no clue
about plants. And of course none other than the
Klose brothers compete against her. And they apply
every nasty trick they can think of. So, the friends
have to come up with an idea for a super-fertilizer.

DER VERRÜCKTE
ERFINDERSCHUPPEN:
DER HITZEFREI-REGLER
164 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 12,90
age 8+

But who would have known that they suddenly find
themselves in the middle of the jungle ...

Award-winning author LENA HACH has created a fast-paced,
side-splittingly funny story about three friends and their adventures as
self-proclaimed inventors.

CHILDREN’S STORYBOOK

Welcome to the wonderful world
of KOSMO & KLAX
There’s always something happening in the joyful world of
Kosmo & Klax: going on a night walk and wishing on a star,
watching dancing fireflies at the treehouse or listening to
a flute concert …
In five books containing 20 atmospheric reading-aloud
stories each, Alexandra Helmig tells her little readers about
the adventures of Kosmo, the squirrel and his best friend
Klax, a little red ball. Together with their friends they
experience adventures that young readers can easily
relate to, like experiencing the seasons, friendship and
going to sleep. Timo Becker has illustrated strong pictures
to go along with the texts.

KOSMO & KLAX.
GUTE-NACHT-GESCHICHTEN
(Bedtime Stories)
96 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 9,90
age: 4+
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KOSMO & KLAX.
FREUNDSCHAFTSGESCHICHTEN
(Friendship Stories)
96 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 9,90
age: 4+

KOSMO & KLAX.
JAHRESZEITENGESCHICHTEN
(Seasonal Stories)
96 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 9,90
age: 4+
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Book of
the month
10/2016

Alexandra Helmig (text)
Timo Becker (illustration)

C

KOSMO & KLAX.
ABC-GESCHICHTEN
(Alphabet Stories)
120 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 9,90
age: 4+

In the new book, our friends from the enchanted park
master big dares and small dares in twenty new
reading-aloud stories: they organize a daredevil soap box
derby, climb the high Jacob’s ladder or overcome their
fear of flying. Together, they can do anything and they are
always there for each other.

Ask for our BRAND PRESENTATION

www.kosmo-klax.de

Alexandra Helmig (text)
Timo Becker (illustration)
KOSMO & KLAX.
MUT-GESCHICHTEN
(Bravery Stories)
96 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 9,90
age: 4+

POETRY

NON-FICTION/CREATIVITY

A HIPPO got stuck in the lighthouse

all around everyone’s favorite topic: animals! 60
humorous, poetic poems with unique illustrations by
well-known names: Heinz Janisch, Arne Rautenberg,
Michael Augustin, Tanja Dückers, Ulrike Almut Sandig
and pictures by Nadia Budde, Julia Friese, Regina Kehn
and Michael Roher have assembled to offer readers this
house book of children’s poetry.

Michael Augustin, Tanja Dückers,
Heinz Janisch, Mathias Jeschke,
Arne Rautenberg, Ulrike Almut Sandig/
Nadia Budde, Julia Friese, Regina Kehn,
Michael Roher
EIN NILPFERD STECKT IM
LEUCHTTURM FEST
120 pages, hardcover with linen back
color illustrations
€ (D) 19,90
age: 8+

Create FLOWERS
No Flower? No Power! This book inspires everyone to be
creative - 45 flowery ideas for painting, drawing, sketching,
doodling, handlettering, glueing and much more will turn
everyone into an artist. For beginners and the advanced,

Miri D’Oro
CREATE FLOWERS
96 pages, softcover with gold metallic foil
€ (D) 9,95
for all ages

young and old, and especially: flower fans!

9 783958 541269

A treasure chest full of contemporary children’s poetry

mv_1-2018_Druckdaten.indd 23

Miri D'Oro – Illustration
Create Flowers
ca. 96 Seiten, Cahier mit Fadenheftung, Cover mit Metallicfolie
durchgängig farbig illustriert B – 19 cm L – 25 cm

ISBN 978–3–95854–109–2 WG 1.191
D – 9,90 Euro A – 10,20 Euro
Erscheint am 5. März 2018
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CHILDREN’S BOOK

CHILDREN’S BOOK

Catching a COLD for beginners
Pauli and his friends have a problem: wool season. It
starts right after bathing trunks season and manifests
itself through itching and scratching woolens on the
head, on the legs and around the neck. But not this year!
This year the friends fight back and establish a club
called »Catching a cold for beginners«. They want to
show the grown-ups that you don’t need wooly stuff to

Melanie Laibl (text)
Susanne Göhlich (illustration)
VERKÜHL DICH TÄGLICH
80 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 12,90
age: 7+
Sold to: Turkey, Russia

brave the winter. Based (a little bit) on a true story.

» Überaus
beeindruckend «
HANS MAGNUS ENZENSBERGER
ÜBER DEN FULLDOME-FILM
(SEIT MÄRZ 2017 IN
V I E L E N P L A N E TA R I E N )

LIMBRADUR and the magic of gravity
Why do apples fall to the ground? That’s the simple opening
question posed by famous physicist Isaac Newton. More
than 300 years later, it is Albert Einstein who enabled us
to take a new perspective on this question ... At night,
12-year-old Limbradur breaks into the renowned Albert
Einstein Museum. There he meets Alby X3, a tiny, quirky

Volker Präkelt (text)
Ulf K. (illustration)
LIMBRADUR UND DIE MAGIE DER
SCHWERKRAFT
160 pages, hardcover
black and white illustrations
€ (D) 12,90
age: 10+

science robot who explains Einstein’s revolutionary ideas
to him und takes him on a fantastic journey of discovery
through space and time.
Volker Präkelt – Text Nach einer Idee von Peter Popp Ulf K. – Illustration
Limbradur und die Magie der Schwerkraft

Based on a FULL-DOME MOVIE shown
160 Seiten,in
gebunden
durchgängig schwarz-weiß illustriert B – 15,2 cm L – 21,5 cm
planetariums around the world: ab 10 Jahren
http://gravity-360.com/
https://tinyurl.com/ya3ucot3

ISBN 978–3–95854–099–6 WG 1.250
D – 12,90 Euro A – 13,30 Euro
Erscheint am 21. August 2017
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PICTURE BOOK / GIFT BOOK

With
decorative
silver
slipcase

The black SHEEP
Once upon a time there was a town where all inhabitants
were thieves. Everyone stole from everyone and thus every
one always had something. One day an honest person came
to the town and muddled up this comfortable balance.
Chaos began to rule.

Italo Calvino (text)
Lena Schall (illustration)
DAS SCHWARZE SCHAF
32 pages, hardcover
with decorative case
color illustrations
€ (D) 19,90
all age

How were WEALTH and POVERTY in the world created?
Italo Calvino develops his very own theory.

PICTUREBOOK

Is IDA here?
Everyone is waiting for Ida in the garden, because without
her, everything is boring. They are looking for the little girl
until the mailman arrives with a letter from her. She writes
that she will be there soon and everything will be fine.
A poetic story about the art of waiting and the passing of
time. Because waiting for good friends is always worth it.

Awardwinning
illustrator
Julie Völk

Antonie Schneider (text)
Julie Völk (illustration)
IST IDA DA?
32 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 14,90
age 3+

CHILDREN’S BOOK

CHILDREN’S BOOK

Do FISH sleep ?
Jette’s brother Emil has passed away. Her mother hasn’t
stopped crying and Jette is painting clouds of anger.
But the good times with Emil are always on her mind.
She will always remember the holidays spent together
and the day when she played funeral with Emil.
Author Jens Raschke writes about Jette’s endless questions – about the purpose of life, grief, hope and a great
love between siblings.

Jens Raschke (text)
Jens Rassmus (illustration)
SCHLAFEN FISCHE?
64 pages, hardcover with linen back
color illustrations
€ (D) 17,90
age: 8+
Sold to: Mexico,
The Netherlands, USA

A touching, heartwarming story – told in a hopeful, at
times even humorous tone.

Based on a wildly SUCCESSFUL THEATER PLAY of the same name that
was staged in Germany, Mexico, Sweden, Poland, Hungary and
Austria and translated into Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, Icelandic, Finnish,
Arabic, Polish, Spanish, Hungarian, Russian, Estonian, and Romanian

JARA’S journey
Jara’s best friend Frida has moved from southern Germany
to Berlin. Now Jara is supposed to wait for the next holidays
to see Frida again. There’s no way she can wait so long!
So Jara sets out to walk to Berlin on her own. Luckily, she
doesn’t stay alone for long.
A story about a brave girl, real friendship and a journey
between reality and fantasy at the crack of dawn.

Philipp Löhle (text)
Pe Grigo (illustration)
JARAS REISE
96 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 12,90
age: 8+

CHILDREN’S STORYBOOK

PAUL & PAPA Animal stories
In 20 new reading-aloud stories, kindergartener Paul and
his Daddy encounter all kinds of different animals and they
have a lot of fun on the way. They go on a picknick with
ants, find an axolotl in the botanical garden, play soccer
with a dog and watch fish in a swimming pond.

Susanne Weber (text)
Susanne Göhlich (illlustration)
PAUL & PAPA
ANIMAL STORIES
80 pages, hardcover
€ (D) 11,90
age: 4+

PAUL and DADDY
In 20 short reading-aloud stories, Susanne Weber writes
about the family life of Paul and his Dad. Warm-hearted,
funny and most importantly, honest stories.
»The sky is particularly clear today«, says Dad and points

neues Cover oder Vorschau-Seite

to the skyscraper in the distance. Like every evening,

sind Tier-Freisteller aus dem
neuem Band vorhanden? das
wäre sicher lustig

Susanne Weber (text)
Susanne Göhlich (illlustration)
PAUL & PAPA
72 pages, hardcover
€ (D) 11,90
age: 4+

Paul and his Dad are standing in front of the skylight and

Sold to: Hungary, Russia,

look across the roofs of the city. Paul loves watching the

Turkey, Estonia

trains with his Dad before he has to go to sleep.
Modern, humorous and perfect to read-aloud!
In her cheery illustrations, Susanne Göhlich captures

9 783958 541030

Paul and his Dad’s adventures perfectly.

Susanne Weber (text)
Susanne Göhlich (illlustration)
PAUL & PAPA ON THE ROAD
72 pages, hardcover
€ (D) 11,90
age: 4+
Sold to: Estonia, Russia

Watch THE TRAILER:
http://tinyurl.com/zlhkzat

PICTUREBOOK

When the DONKEYS danced TANGO
These pictures will give wings to your imagination!
Renowned artist Stefanie Harjes has created twelve
multi-layered illustrations that are good and bad, shy
and explosive, happy and sad ...

Stefanie Harjes (illustration)
ALS DIE ESEL TANGO TANZTEN ...
32 pages, hardcover with linen back
€ (D) 14,90
age: 3+

Each and every feeling, every situation offers an incen
tive to invent your own stories or trains of thought.

» A feast
for the
eyes«
Buc hma r k t

When the FISH went walking
The narrative illustrations in this series of books without
words will inspire the observer to invent stories, discover
details, focus on a thought and expand on it. Why is the
litlle rabbit hiding behind a string bass? Is he afraid? And
what about the frog singing so fervently? Does he like
being the center of attention? And what is the elephant
doing on the seesaw? There are no distinct explanations

Eva Muggenthaler (illustration)
ALS DIE FISCHE
SPAZIEREN GINGEN
32 pages, hardcover with linen back
color illustrations
€ (D) 14,90
age 3+
Sold to: USA, Korea, China, Lithuania

to the pictures – it is all about finding your own story.

When the HOUSES floated homeward
Looking at pictures, starting a conversation, discovering
thrilling details and telling stories: ten fantastic drawings
by award-winning illustrator EinarTurkowski invite children and parents to dive into different worlds and
invent their own stories.

Einar Turkowski (illustration)
ALS DIE HÄUSER
HEIMWÄRTS SCHWEBTEN
32 pages, hardcover with linen back
b/w illustrations
€ (D) 16,90
age 3+
Sold to: USA, Spain, Brazil, China

When the WAVES grew ROOTS
Unique three-dimensional collages by newcomer
Lena Schall. Sequel to the award-winning picturebook
series. Ten fantastic collages invite children and parents
to invent their own stories.

Lena Schall (illustration)
ALS DIE WELLEN
WURZELN SCHLUGEN
32 pages, hardcover with linen back
color illustrations
€ (D) 14,90
age 3+

PICTUREBOOK

CHILDREN’S BOOK

Over
20.000 copies
sold

ULFF, the squirrels and a wild chase
Ulff has a problem. His tummy rumbles and he has a
crazy appetite for squirrels! But the little rodents are
way too fast for him ... There only seems to be one
solution left: find the suitcase in which he has stored
his dangerous lasso.
But this isn’t going to be as easy as he thinks. A crazy
chase is about to unfold!
The book contains an acetate (to be found at the back),

Katja Alves (text)
Trixi Schneefuß (illustration)
ULFF, DIE BACKENHÖRNCHEN UND
EINE IRRE VERFOLGUNGSJAGD
32 pages, hardcover
€ (D) 16,90
age: 4+
Sold to: France,
the Netherlands, China

that can be used manually to animate the illustrations
and bring the images to life.

Watch THE TRAILER:
http://tinyurl.com/hp3m9yo

In the land of CLOUDS
There’s no boredom in the land of clouds. There are
constantly new ideas emerging from the sky, entertaining people without rest. But Henry isn’t like the
others. When Sara moves to his town, for the first
time there is someone who understands him ...
In her wonderful picture book, Alexandra Helmig
tells a tender story about the happiness of doing

MR. FOX likes books /
MR. FOX and the red thread
Alexandra Helmig (text)
Anemone Kloos (iIllustration)
IM LAND DER WOLKEN
32 pages, hardcover
€ (D) 14,90
age: 3+
Sold to: China

Book one
Mr. Fox likes books so much, he eats them. When he has
no money to buy his favourite food, he lands in prison.
There, he suffers hunger, because there are no books,
just water. Until he convinces the prison guard to bring
him paper and pencils ...

nothing.

Sold to: Spain, China, Turkey, Korea,
Canada (English World),
Czech Republic, Taiwan, Brazil,

The poetic text is accompanied by Anemone Kloos’

Book two

expressive illustrations, made with watercolor and

Mr. Fox has become a successful and celebrated writer.

Indian ink. A celebration of boredom in our hectic

He collects his ideas in notebooks, which are well

society.

hidden away in his cellar. But one day, everything is
gone ... stolen by a rat!

Watch THE TRAILER:
http://tinyurl.com/hu6lm5x

Franziska Biermann (text + illustration)
HERR FUCHS MAG BÜCHER (book 1)
HERR FUCHS UND
DER ROTE FADEN (book 2)
44 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 12,90
age: 8+

Greece, Estonia

CHILDREN’S NOVEL

KNIETZSCHE and the pocket oracle
Knietzsche has the worst birthday of all times: when
he turns twelve, his parents tell him that he’s adopted.
All his biological parents have left him is an old pocket
watch that suddenly comes to life.
If that wasn’t crazy enough, he meets Mildred the same
day: her Dad is in jail for alleged art theft. Mildred is wildly determined to prove his innocence. Sure thing that
Knietzsche and his friends Norbert, Pepe and Darwina
are at her side to help ...

TESSA and I – the pea secret
Anja von Kampen (text)
Kilian Schü̈tz (illustration)
KNIETZSCHE UND
DAS HOSENTASCHENORAKEL
300 pages, hardcover
b/w illustration
€ (D) 13,90
age: 10+
School Winner
National Reading Competition 2017

Paul is an aspiring detective. His latest observational
subject is the girl next door, Tessa. But she is and remains a mystery. Why does she take this long detour
to school? Why is her room so impeccably clean?
And what about the peas?
When a new family moves in next door, Paul decides

Lena Hach (text)
Kerstin Meyer (illustration)
ICH, TESSA UND DAS ERBSENGEHEIMNIS
300 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 12,90
age: 10+

to observe Tessa, who is the same age. However,
he detects that Tessa actually holds many secrets.
Why does she leave for school earlier than anyone
else? Why can’t she play Badminton with Paul and

(ARD, Ki.Ka). This adventure story however, is totally

his friends?

independent from the TV series.

With lots of humor and empathy, Lena Hach writes
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about Paul and his neighbour Tessa - the girl with

Watch THE TRAILER:
http://tinyurl.com/zwv35n7

the many quirks. A suspenseful detective and love
story, humorously illustrated by Kerstin Meyer and
with an authentic first person narrator.

Watch THE TRAILER:
http://tinyurl.com/zqlddy9

LUA and the magic marble
Lua feels very alone since her father’s heart has
stopped beating. The girl finds a magic marble that
shows her the way to a circus. When she enters
this magical world and looks behind the life of the
circus artists, she finds a way to get closer to her
father’s memory. He had given her a book about
this very circus and they had looked at the pictures
for hours ...
Alexandra Helmig writes a heart-warming story
about Lua and how she finds her place in the world.

Alexandra Helmig (text)
Anemone Kloos (illustration)
LUA UND DIE ZAUBERMURMEL
220 pages, hardcover
color illustrations
€ (D) 14,90
age 9+

CONTACT
Kerstin Kempf
Tel. +49 (0)89 / 383 77 09-12
kk@mixtvision.de
or
VéroK Agency
Véronique Kirchhoff
Office: +34.930045137
Mob: +34.682379089
info@verokagency.com

